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“No one should doubt that any attempt by any internal or external forces that would jeopardize the sovereignty and independence of our country will be a definite and corresponding blow.”

Shavkat Mirziyoyev

ANNOTATION
This article draws attention to the fact that the adoption of action strategies in the field of national development, the adoption of an action strategy is a new stage in national development and that social, moral and political events are important.
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DISCUSSION
It is well known that all freedoms are primarily associated with freedom of thought, even if the restraint of thinking is not in the hands of others. At the beginning of human rights and freedoms, freedom of thought is absent. According to the Republic of Uzbekistan, large-scale reforms carried out during the years of independence of our country are aimed at strengthening national statehood and sovereignty, security and enforcement, inviolability of borders, the rule of law, human rights and freedoms, interethnic and religious tolerance. This has become an important basis for maintaining an atmosphere of tolerance.

This created the necessary conditions for a decent life for our people and the realization of the creative potential of our citizens.

Indeed, independence is the foundation of our national development today and is an important factor in the socio-political development of Uzbekistan on a global scale.

To ensure a practical reflection of the above aspects, the President of Uzbekistan Shavkat Mirziyoyev adopted an Action Strategy, which, along with the socio-political and economic support of society, is important for ideological growth and the sustainable nature of national thinking. “Our mission is to be based on our common experience and the best international experience,” said President Shavkat Mirziyoyev in his address to the inauguration of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan. In this regard, and achieve increased muddatoa act with devotion. To this end, in the near future, the development of an Action Plan for the further development of Uzbekistan for 2017-2021 will be completed. ”

An action strategy in five priority areas of the development of the Republic of Uzbekistan for 2017-2021 is being developed with great interest and attention both in our country and abroad. Well-known scientists, influential experts and observers, as well as heads of government at various levels, do not comment much.

We can say that the Strategy for Action on the five priority areas of the development of the Republic of Uzbekistan for 2017-2021 summarizes the achievements of our country over the past 27 years, summarizes the historical experience and new challenges of the past five years and beyond. Focusing on the development of horizons, this is essentially a strategic program that will bring Uzbekistan to a new level / transition period.
Undoubtedly known as the “Strategy of movement among our people”, the State Program “Year of Public Relations and Human Interests”, which is an integral part of each program and an integral part of this program, is being implemented most effectively! This is directly related to the active participation of each of us in this process as a conscious and patriotic citizen, the selfless child of this country, and, first of all, we need to understand the essence of the Action Strategy and its practical and urgent tasks in all directions.

At the same time, the importance of this strategy of action is as follows:

First of all, along with maintaining the position of the community, it plays an important role in building the confidence of community members in the future, stimulating the creative potential of the population and increasing the cultural and spiritual potential of citizens of the country.

Secondly, eliminating the existing leaders of the state and society, the issue of the status of the state as an expression and guarantee of the hopes and beliefs of people is becoming more and more important.

Thirdly, as a way of intensifying democratic reforms aimed at improving civil society and state building, it will increase the international prestige of Uzbekistan and provide a political and legal opportunity to fully represent the nation.

Fourthly, it will increase the political participation of the population, recognize a small number of citizens of the country and increase the responsibility of state bodies for protecting and protecting the rights of citizens.

Fifth, strengthening the role of civil society institutions in the country's social life, the state will gradually transfer its functions to these institutions.

The development of civil society is an important condition for building a democratic state. It is civil society that allows a person to feel that he or she is the owner of power and the only source of power. Therefore, the development of democracy implies the development of civil society. Civil society is a voluntary organization of independent citizens, free from state interference. Social movements, the media, parties, trade unions, public associations, non-governmental non-profit organizations, self-government bodies and creative associations are civil society institutions. The main goal of civil society is to satisfy the various interests and needs of the individual and realize his potential. In the end, civil society institutions can solve some problems in society independently, legally and without government intervention. Self-government and strict discipline form the basis of civil society. A person, his interests, honor and dignity are recognized as the highest values of civil society. To better understand the essence of civil society, it is necessary to find out its relationship with the state. In the case of centralized governance and vertical subordination in state structures, civil society dominates horizontal relations based on equality, volunteerism and personal initiative. At the same time, the state and civil society complement each other. That is why civil society institutions in democracies are supported and protected by law. It is no coincidence that the X-strategy in five priority areas of the development of the Republic of Uzbekistan for 2017–2021, as well as the Action Strategy are focused on the development of civil society institutions. This is due to the fact that the promotion of civil society by the state as a strategic objective will help to improve the public administration system.

Clause 49 of the State program “Year of dialogue with people and human interests” provides for the support of civil society institutions in Uzbekistan by local authorities. Its implementation will help expand the reach of NGOs in the field of social partnership projects.

Civil society is created by conscious, active citizens. A person with an active civil status will observe what is happening in society, reflect on their causes and look for solutions to existing problems. Such a person has a strong sense of civic responsibility. Membership in civil society institutions does not increase personal income. This is due to the fact that the income of the organization is not distributed among its members, but is directed to the development of the organization.

An active citizen fights for his rights, believes in himself and understands that he is able to change the situation. The activities of such volunteers are in the public interest. But some people cannot use them. After all, membership in civil society institutions is at your disposal. The question arises: what motivates a person to join a social organization? These are ways to make a difference, focus on solving problems in society and help others. Thanksgiving is a feeling of helping fellow citizens.

In addition, the ability to show one’s potential, engage in dialogue with others, the need for social recognition, the desire to use professional and professional experience, as well as the pursuit of ideas, can also lead to such daily activities. At the same time, a person can combine his interests with the interests of society. Such activity is a great support both for the individual and for the state. After all, a person helps the government to identify emerging problems, solve them and solve them.

Civil society institutions represent public opinion and exercise public oversight. Existing social control is a key feature of a democratic state.
On the one hand, public control serves to improve the activities of state authorities, and on the other hand, it serves as a mechanism for protecting citizens from unlawful actions on the part of state bodies and officials.

These aspects will expand the scope of democratic reforms in Uzbekistan and ensure the optimal development of national development. In particular, thanks to independence, the peoples of our country have the right to choose their own unique path, which will revive the spiritual heritage and values of our people. Any state, society or people cannot live without their purpose. They must determine their own rationale for development. This goal is reflected in the national and spiritual ideals of the people, and national ideology becomes necessary. In the context of modern globalization, it is necessary to inform the world community about the latest developments and changes in all areas of our lives, especially to ensure that citizens have access to legal information and, therefore, objectively and honestly reflect their relations with the state and society.

Especially considering the need for wider use of modern media to meet the needs of young people in legal information, issues of improving the quantity and quality of legal information systems and their accessibility are of great importance. All educational, educational, spiritual, and educational institutions should focus on establishing and raising public awareness of purely moral, high moral values and, most importantly, the active participation of citizens in all areas of public life, in particular in ethical and legal issues.

Therefore, the State program for the implementation of the Strategy of Action in the five priority areas of development of the Republic of Uzbekistan for 2017–2021, proposed by President Shavkat Mirziyoyev, will be implemented next year. The task of creating effective cooperation of government agencies with civil society institutions, the media in the implementation of measures in this direction.

Different ideas dominated the development of human society, which had various negative consequences due to ideological goals. Unfortunately, in modern human development, not only good ideas, but also evil ideas tend to show less ugly faces. In this regard, we consider it appropriate to pay attention to the following examples:

- It is well known that it is necessary to strengthen organizational and practical measures to combat forms of religious extremism, terrorism and organized crime. In particular, at present, not a single country, including the most advanced countries, is guaranteed the threat of terrorism and religious extremism. World events, bloodshed, for example, a terrorist group operating in Iraq and Syria in 2014, calling itself ISIS (Iraq and the Islamic State of Syria and Syria), using the Islamic religion as a mask and for various political and other aggressive purposes, committed serious crimes. It is no secret that ISID is a religious extremist, terrorist criminal association that commits several crimes related to terrorism and religious extremism. ISID is also trying to influence the countries of Central Asia. It is sad that more than 15 religious extremist and terrorist organizations in Africa, the Middle East and Central Asia support and support the actions of Isis.

Recent terrorist attacks in various countries around the world, including France, Belgium, Germany, Turkey and Pakistan, testify to the growing threat of religious extremism and terrorism. The fight against religious extremism, terrorism and other forms of organized crime in the Central Asian region is becoming an increasingly important task, as well as to identify and eliminate the conditions that led to these types of crimes.

The fact that terrorist groups pose a real threat to peace and security, especially in neighboring Afghanistan, testifies to the seriousness of the problem. For this, it is necessary to formulate national ideas in order to understand the difference between ideas and ideas, goals and objectives, thoughts and ideas, and also to do some practical work. This issue has also been highlighted as a key issue in the action strategy. In particular, the fifth emphasis is on ensuring security, interethnic harmony and religious tolerance with a deep emphasis on ensuring national security on a mutually beneficial basis.

In Uzbekistan, where there are more than a dozen religious denominations, more than 130 nationalities and ethnic groups, the importance of strengthening the virtues of peace and stability, mutual trust, understanding and respect for various beliefs and cultures is invaluable. The main goal of our 32 millionth family is to understand that every citizen, regardless of his or her religion, nationality, profession or age, is responsible for raising our children.

The foreign policy of Uzbekistan, enshrined in the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan, respects the sovereignty, territorial integrity of states, the non-use of force or threat of force, the preservation of borders, the peaceful settlement of disputes, non-interference in the internal affairs of other states and other generally recognized norms of international law. The development of priority areas for a mutually beneficial and practical foreign policy is based on the rules and norms of the international community.

Today, our country has sufficient experience and legal framework to combat religious extremism, terrorism and other forms of organized crime. In particular, the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan
“On Combating Terrorism” of December 15, 2000, Law No. 660-II of August 26, 2004 “On Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism”, as well as the United Nations, were adopted. ratified the Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. In addition, a number of memoranda of cooperation between the Government of the Republic of Uzbekistan and foreign governments to combat organized crime and terrorism provide a solid legal basis in the fight against religious extremism, terrorism and other forms of organized crime.

In this regard, during the year, the Ministry of the Interior, SNB, the Prosecutor General’s Office, the Ministry of Defense and other relevant bodies organized and strengthened the practice of combating religious extremism, terrorism and other forms of organized crime, preparation of proposals.

One of the prerequisites for achieving this goal is the formation of prevailing morality and legality in the interests of the state. The economic, spiritual and social development of society is inextricably linked with its moral and legal development, and one is impossible without the other.

President of Uzbekistan Sh. As M. Miziev noted in his lecture on the rule of law in the prosecutor's office of the Republic of Uzbekistan - an important factor in ensuring human interests. comprehensive strengthening of the legal framework and inadequate enforcement of laws, development of a democratic state and reliable protection of democratic citizens.

Legal education is violated in the process of spiritual education. While ethics is the basis of morality, a person voluntarily adheres to the process of expressing ethical beliefs. It is especially important today to protect young people with the future of the state from such threats. The main and most important factors in the implementation of this work are the education of moral principles.

One of the most important ways of implementing forms of education is to educate parents of moral and legal knowledge and their healthy upbringing. Therefore, raising children is such a crucial task that a person must be morally, psychologically, ethically and legally prepared to fulfill it in the interests of our society.

Because knowledge is so important to bring up perfect children and bring them up to the fullest.
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